Towards a typology of prominence perception: the role of duration
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Abstract

Listeners of different languages have been reported to vary significantly in prominence perception tasks. We know very little, however, about which exact cues different listeners use in these tasks. In this study, we examined the role of duration in the perception of prominence in both typologically different and related languages. The stimuli consisted of the disyllabic logatome <baba> for which the durations of the first and second syllable were systematically manipulated. 80 listeners (8 varieties*10 listeners/variety) judged the relative prominence of the two syllables. We found that differences in the sensitivity to duration cues between varieties of the same language can be equal in magnitude to those found for typologically unrelated languages. Results are discussed in light of prosodic typology and speech perception.
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1. Introduction

Articulating strings of sounds more prominently makes them more salient. Speakers place prominence on strings of sounds to mark expressive meaning in an utterance [1, 2]; at the same time, prominence placement is closely linked to lexical stress. Prominent syllables are rapid departures in loudness, duration, and/or pitch relative to adjacent syllables [3]. Typically, prominent syllables are louder, longer, and higher in f0 [4]. Not all languages mark prominence concurrently with these parameters: increased duration seems to be less of an acoustic correlate of stress for Japanese than it is for English, for example [5]. Research has shown that the relative contributions of these acoustic parameters in prominence production tend to be language-specific [6].

Acoustic correlates in prominence production can, but do not necessarily have to, translate to prominence perception. [7] found that a central parameter in prominence production for English is intensity; much less important is f0. However, the latter was reported to play a greater role in perception [ibid.]. Research further suggests a trading relationship between cues: [8] reports that listeners judge longer syllables with lower intensity equally prominent as shorter syllables with higher intensity. Space prevents a comprehensive review, but there are numerous studies which have investigated the complexity of prominence perception for individual languages or typologically similar languages. However, there has been little systematic study, using unified procedure and stimuli, of the cues that are used in prominence perception for speakers of typologically diverse languages.

The purpose of the experiment described in the present paper is to examine the perceptual reality of prominence in typologically similar and different languages. In this proof-of-concept study we examined the contribution of one cue only – duration – using the same disyllabic stimuli across all languages. Early examples of research in this area have shown, for instance, that Estonian listeners were more responsive to duration cues than English listeners [9]: this is potentially attributable to the greater role duration plays in the Estonian quantity system. This suggests that the prosodic structure of listeners’ native languages significantly influences their perception of prominence. More recent studies found that English listeners tended to place equal weight to intensity, pitch, and duration cues – while Swedish listeners attached more weight to vocal effort [10]. In a pilot study on 6 languages, [11] reported duration to be a strong predictor in the perception of prominence, followed by f0 variation.

We selected 8 varieties (6 languages; 2 of which were represented by two different varieties) which have been reported to differ in prosodic structure, see Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Varieties selected for the present study.](image)

What follows is a brief account of research on prominence patterns and the use of durational cues for the varieties selected. For each variety, we propose predictions in terms of sensitivity to duration cues and bias towards perceiving the first or second syllable in a disyllabic word as more prominent. Predictions are based on our understanding of the literature.

- **Standard Southern British (SSBE) and Singapore English (SgE)**: SSBE has variable stress and shows quantity contrast – coinciding with quality contrasts – in its vowel system [12]. Despite variable stress, trochaic stress patterns are prevalent in disyllabic words, particularly in words of Germanic origin [13]. Although SgE, too, has been reported to have variable stress, it seems to be less predictable than for SSBE [14]. Additionally, SgE differs from SSBE and has been reported to bear more resemblance to Standard French in its rhythmic patterns as a rather syllable-timed language [15, 16, 17, 18]. Furthermore, [19] has reported little
variability in the duration of successive vowels. For SSBE, we thus predict high sensitivity to duration cues and a bias towards first syllable prominence perception. For SgE, we expect lower sensitivity to duration cues and no bias towards first or second syllable prominence perception.

**Valais (VS) and Schaffhausen (SH) Swiss German:** There is little literature on the perception and production correlates of stress, particularly duration, in Swiss German (SwG). However, SH and VS SwG show quantity contrasts for nearly all vowels [20, 21], and the dialects exhibit similar stress patterns to Standard German, where word stress tends to be assigned to the lexical root, which is often placed on the first syllable [20, 22]. VS Swiss German has been reported to attract stress on first syllables to a greater extent [23]. For both dialects, we expect high sensitivity to duration cues and a bias towards first syllable prominence perception.

Two other European languages with seemingly different prominence patterns were chosen: **Standard Danish** has variable stress and, as in SSBE; its location is partially predictable from phonological and morphological context [24]. Vowel length is distinctive, but stød – a distinctive voice quality – may lead to shorter duration in phonologically long vowels [25, 26]. On the other hand, **French** has predictable stress on the final syllables of accentual phrases [27, 28], and listeners have been described as stress ‘deaf’ in experimental tasks that included high phonetic variability and memory load, and thus required listeners to have an abstract phonological representation of stress [29, 2]. Yet, French listeners have been reported to be sensitive to the acoustic correlates of stress – including duration – in cognitively less demanding tasks [29, 2]. Furthermore, vowel length is not distinctive in French. We expect high sensitivity to duration cues but no bias to first or second syllable prominence perception for Danish. For French, we predict lower sensitivity but a bias towards second syllable prominence perception.

Two tone languages were chosen to add to prosodic typological diversity. While **Hong Kong Cantonese** does not have lexical stress, it contrasts six lexical tones in which intrinsic duration differences have been observed [30, 31, 32]. The three level tones also have shorter allotones which appear only in stop-final syllable [33]. Duration has also been found to be a correlate of both the production and perception of prosodic focus [34, 35]. **Fuzhou** employs five tones which are characterized by pitch height and movement [36, 37] while duration and voice quality serve as secondary cues [38]. Fuzhou has a complex tone sandhi system: in a disyllabic word, the first syllable undergoes sandhi, which reduces its duration [39]. Fuzhou can thus be seen as having predictable final stress. For Cantonese we hypothesize high sensitivity to duration cues and an unspecified bias towards the first or second syllable; for Fuzhou, too, we expect high sensitivity but a clear bias towards the second syllable.

### 2. Method

#### 2.1. Material

Stimuli were adopted from Kohler’s study on prominence perception in German [1]. He extracted the first <ba> from a natural production of <baba> trochees by a male speaker whose native language is German. Kohler duplicated the syllable, monotonized the f0 of the vowels and linearly lengthened stop and vowel durations. Stop duration was 63 ms, vowel duration (incl. burst) 189 ms. Based on this control stimulus he created 5 stimulus series (pitch, intensity, duration, pitch+intensity, pitch+duration). For the present paper, we only report listeners’ responses to the duration series. For the duration series, the following changes to the first and second syllable durations were applied, see Table 1:

![Table 1: Stimulus set.](image)

The first digit in d?? refers to increasing the duration of the first syllable (i.e. 1?) or the second syllable (i.e. 2?). The second digit refers to the magnitude of the increase (1, 2, or 3?). Thus, d13 shows a duration increase in the first syllable by 30% (complementarily, duration in the second syllable was decreased by 30%). <baba> is not a real word in any of the languages tested in the present study; all segments appear in a legal phonotactic combination for every language.

#### 2.2. Subjects

We tested 80 listeners – 10 per language. On average, listeners were 30.5 years old (SD=13.9). 43 males (54%) and 37 females (46%) participated in the experiment, see Table 2.

![Table 2: Distribution of subjects’ age and gender.](image)

Cantonese listeners spoke English as an L2. Danish listeners were speakers of Sealand Standard Danish; SgE listeners were ethnically Chinese, who completed basic education in Singapore’s bilingual education system. English was reported as the dominant language and Mandarin Chinese as the next most frequently used language. British English subjects were speakers of SSBE; French listeners spoke Parisian French. Fuzhou listeners were monolingual with minimal command of Mandarin. SwG listeners were monolingual speakers of the respective dialects. None of the subjects reported problems with hearing.
2.3 Procedure and data analysis

In a Praat [40] interface, subjects heard each stimulus once through high-quality headphones in a quiet room. The order of the series and of the stimuli in the series were randomized separately for each subject. Each stimulus occurred 5 times in randomized order in a series. Following the presentation of each stimulus, subjects decided which syllable they perceived as stronger by clicking the corresponding button on the experiment interface shown in Figure 2.

The data was analyzed using R [41]. If not indicated otherwise, we used generalized linear models (GLM) for the analysis. An effect of item, for example, was tested by model comparison between a full model (e.g. model_full<-

```
glm(formula = response ~ item + age + gender, family = binomial(), data=French)
```

) and a reduced model excluding item.

3. Results

3.1. Effect of variety (left/right bias)

We tested for an effect of variety by examining the listeners’ responses to baseline, i.e. non-manipulated, stimuli (d00). Figure 3 shows the relative proportions of responses by variety: first (red) and second (turquoise) syllable responses in ascending order of prominence perceived on the first syllable (dashed line=50%).

SwG (VS) and SSBE showed the most responses of prominence perceived on the first syllable (68%); Fuzhou listeners perceived most syllables as bearing second syllable prominence (60%). The GLM that included age and gender as factors did not reveal a significant effect of variety. A less conservative model, which excludes age and gender – factors that did not show significant effects to begin with – revealed a significant effect of variety ($\chi^2(7)=-14, p=0.048^*$).

3.2. Effect of item by variety (sensitivity)

We tested for an effect of item for every variety. Figure 4 shows the responses crossed for items and variety. Varieties are ordered by the proportions found in 3.1. For Fuzhou, the proportions of first and second syllable perceived prominence were most different between d13 (68% first, 32% second) and d22 (16%, 84%). Overall differences in proportions were significant ($\chi^2(6)=65, p<0.001^*$). SwG SH showed a stepwise progression from first to second syllable perceived prominence ($\chi^2(6)=65, p<0.001^*$). For SgE and Danish, responses cluster around 50%, i.e. no preference for first or second syllable, for virtually all stimuli. The models did not show a significant effect of item. Cantonese listeners showed a stepwise increase in perceiving the syllables as more prominent with an increase in duration ($\chi^2(6)=38, p<0.001^*$). French listeners exhibited a similar trend as SgE listeners, in that overall they seemed less sensitive to duration cues. Still, the French perceived d13 items (72%, 28%) differently from d23 items (44%, 56%) ($\chi^2(6)=21, p=0.02^*$). On the whole, the model did not reveal a significant effect of item. SSBE listeners behaved differently from their SgE counterparts: they demonstrated the greatest sensitivity in d13 (92%, 8%) and revealed a drop from d21 (50%, 50%) to d22 items (20%, 80%) ($\chi^2(6)=120 p<0.001^*$). Swiss German VS listeners, too, showed a stepwise change from first to second syllable prominence perception when duration changed from the first to the second syllable ($\chi^2(6)=-46 p<0.001^*$).
4. Discussion & Conclusions

4.1. Effect of variety (left/right bias)

We predicted that the varieties tested would differ in their biases towards perceiving the first or second syllable as more prominent. Examining responses of the baseline stimuli only (d00), we found a marginally significant effect of variety. The small sample size within a language and the relatively large number of languages tested, which required correction for multiple comparisons, might have jointly raised the p-value.

Expectations for the individual languages stated in the introduction were partially met. Results for Fuzhou and SwG strongly corroborate our predictions. Predictable stress on the final syllable for Fuzhou seems to have translated into a bias towards perceiving the second syllable as more prominent. As for SwG, the strong first syllable prominence perception bias for the VS variety may be grounded in the variety’s nearly ubiquitous first syllable stress in speech production, a relic from Old German stress rules. [1], too, found a strong bias towards first syllable prominence perception in Standard German (75%). As predicted, we found SSBE listeners to also have a distinct bias towards perceiving the first syllable as more prominent. A similar case seems to be found for the Danish listeners. For the French listeners, we expected a bias towards second syllable prominence perception, as stress usually falls on the final syllable; results showed, however, a trend to first syllable prominence perception in the baseline condition. According to [42], disyllabic French words may carry emphatic stress on the first syllable. Perhaps, the isolated logatoms used in the present study primed French listeners to perceive the stimuli as carrying emphatic stress, which may explain the high number of responses on first syllables. This hypothesis will have to be explored further. The lack of a bias for SgE may have to do with SgE speakers’ tendency to place equal prominence on both syllables in disyllabic content words [14]. Cantonese listeners’ lack of a bias may be explained in part by the absence of lexical stress and reduced vowels in Hong Kong Cantonese [31, 33].

The most relevant finding that emerges from the cross-linguistic analyses presented in 3.1 is that differences between varieties of the same language (e.g. SgE vs. SSBE or SwG SH vs. SwG VS) can be similar in magnitude to those found for typologically unrelated languages (e.g. Fuzhou vs. VS SwG). This is particularly true for the differences reported for the two SwG dialects. This finding is likely to be related to differences in stress rules mentioned earlier. For English, which is spoken widely, substantial variability of prosodic structure can be expected. SgE has been reported to demonstrate less durational variability in vocalic intervals [19]. This lack in durational variability may explain the listeners’ lack of a bias towards perceiving the first or second syllable as more prominent in the baseline stimulus.

4.2. Effect of item by variety (sensitivity)

We predicted that listeners of all languages tested would be sensitive to duration cues, except for SgE and French. Results seem to meet these expectations only in part. The lack of sensitivity for SgE may have to do with a less salient vowel length distinction and less frequent vowel reductions in content words [14] than SSBE. Moreover, SgE speakers tend to make durational contrasts between vowels more on the phrase than on the word-level, as manifested in phrase-final lengthening, for example [43]. French listeners seemed to be more sensitive to duration contrasts than expected. [29] reported French listeners to demonstrate difficulties in ABX stress discrimination tasks that presupposed an abstract phonological representation of stress on the part of the listeners. Yet, French listeners were able to discriminate non-words that differed only in position of stress in AX discrimination tasks, in which – compared to ABX tasks – memory load was less strenuous. When durational cues of stress were absent, ‘stress-deafness’ increased [2]. Fuzhou and Cantonese listeners’ sensitivity to duration cues in the perception of prominence patterns may be explained by the languages’ use of temporal information in tone production [31, 38]. Additionally, duration is used in the production and perception of prosodic focus in Cantonese [34, 35]. In the same way, it could be argued that listeners of both SwG dialects and SSBE were sensitive to duration cues as all three varieties feature quantity contrasts in vowels [12, 20, 21].

Contrary to expectations, this study found little sensitivity to duration cues for the Danish listeners. A potential explanation may be found in the interaction between vowel length and stød: stød may occur with phonologically long vowels and has the effect of shortening them. Studies of words in isolation have shown that long stød vowels are 25% shorter than long vowels without stød [26]. This could mean that vowels without manipulations may sound extra prominent to the Danish listeners, as they can be interpreted as having both – phonological length and stød.

These findings help us better understand how the prosodic structure of listeners’ native languages affects their perception of prominence. The existence of different levels of sensitivity to one component of the prominence cues, e.g. duration, might explain cross-linguistic stress perception difficulties in second language learners. In the domain of F0, for example, English speakers find it difficult to perceive tonal contrasts of Mandarin [44]. Similarly, French listeners are known to have difficulties with perceiving Spanish lexical stress, despite being sensitive to the acoustic correlates of stress to some extent [29]. Several questions remain unanswered at present. The role of pre-final and phrase-final lengthening in the context of the present experiment needs to be examined further. It is likely that SSBE speakers, whose native language features phrase-final lengthening [45], may expect a longer second syllable to start with, and require larger durational differences in favor of the second syllable before perceiving it as prominent, while the same may not be expected of Danish listeners, for example [46]. There is abundant room for examining, in further depth, the contribution and interaction of duration, pitch, and intensity cues in the perception of prominence for listeners of typologically different languages. It is likely that changes in F0 will be more predictive for the perception of prominence than duration or intensity cues [7, 1]. At the same time, it is conceivable that the relative contribution of pitch, duration, and intensity cues in prominence perception is a salient characteristic for between-language differences [6].
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